Hey this is my 69th article! Heh Heh…69.
I thought about doing a “Best of 2011” column this year, but fuck that, every lame
2011 list is coming out right now. All I’ve been doing is counting down the top
movies, songs, news events and blah blah blah for the past two weeks.
Keep in mind I am totally aware of the fact that my dumb ass printed one last week. I
hope most of you saw the sarcasm. If not…
Really?

Really?
ANYwhoozel…
Instead I thought I’d throw together just a weird hodge-podge of news stories that
captured my imagination over the past year. Just take a look back at we, as a society,
managed to do to ourselves and others.
These are in no particular order, just writin’ ‘em down…
Here we go…
IN “TALENTLESS TWEEN” NEWS…
2011 was the year of Rebecca Black and her shitty (yet horribly catchy) song “Friday.”
The thing that pisses me off the most about this story, isn’t that we had to listen to
that song OVER and OVER again, but that the company that created the song weren’t
prepared for any of the fallout.
For those of you that don’t know, Black was taken, by her mother to Ark Music Factory
where dear ‘ole ma shelled out $4,000 to have Ark Music write, record and shoot a
song/music video. They left the studio basically owning the song outright.
I guess Clarence Jey and Patrice Wilson, who co-wrote and produced the song didn’t
have very much faith in their musical abilities and released the song as a “vanity
release.” Thinking that it would go nowhere and now a cute little spoiled teen could
show all her friends that she was a pop star.
WRONG!
The song became a huge fucking success and, although it’s hailed as one of the worst
songs of all time, it brought fame and success to Black. Best of all, Ark Music and their
“Ye of little faith” gave all of the rights to the song to the mother when she paid the
$4,000.
OOPS!

IN “SOCIAL NETWORKING ‘NICE TRY’” NEWS…
June 2011 brought us Google+. Sure, it’s still around but it hardly made a dent in the
social networking juggernaut that is Facebook. It’s not that it’s better or worse it’s
that the thought of any one moving their life from the already long established
Facebook to Google+ just seemed like too much fucking work.
Sure, I checked it out. Sure, I have friends on there...but no one’s doing anything on it.
It seems like most of us just signed up to check it out and then quickly returned to
Facebook to complain/bitch about it.
Not sure that’s what Google had in mind. Maybe should strike back with the Facebook
search engine. Although, I hardly go on FB anymore…so it might already be there.
IN “CELEBRITIES CAN’T SEEM TO STAY ON A FUCKING PLANE” NEWS…
What do Kevin Smith, Leisha Hailey, Gerard Depardieu, Billy Joe Armstrong and Alec
Baldwin all have in common? They all got kicked off planes for the most ridiculous
reasons.
Yes, I know Kevin Smith was technically 2010, but every time a celebrity got kicked off
a flight, his name starts the story, so he gets grandfathered in.
Whether it be for size, pant location, locking lips, pissing pants or just wanting to
finish a friendly game of Words for Friends…one thing is clear: The airlines are taking a
stand against the fascist regime that is Celebrity.
Way to go airlines! It’s about time these people get knocked down a peg. More
importantly, it’s even better that celebrities have no known ability to, almost
immediately after the incident, tell the world of your secret plan. As long as there is no
way for them to vent to their fans, you can be rest assured that your business is…
Huh? Oh yeah? REEEEEAAAAAAL-ly? Um…
IN “HEY! HAVE YOU HEARD OF THIS THING CALLED TWITTER” NEWS…
Welcome to the world of celebrities informing you of their wrong doings IMMEDIATELY.
As a regular joe, I too long to know what life is like for the rich and famous. What
exactly is happening to Ashton Kutcher…RIGHT NOW!?
(Just in case you are wondering…like I was while writing this column…Ashton’s last
tweet was: “ I am in Israel getting a ‘metsetsa’... which in English is a ‘massage
blowup!’” THANKS ASHTON! I LEARN SO MUCH FROM YOU!!)
Best of all, Twitter is now an up-to-minute news source for TMZ, Perez and Extra.
Wanna know the minute a celebrity loses their shit and you’re too lazy to check twitter?
Just wait till the news and they will literally READ the tweets to you. It’s fucking great.

So much easier and faster than the newspaper. You can catch up on stories in 140
characters. Saves me time!
Plus, with added bonus, you can also follow the more recent breed of celebrity...the
ones known as “why-the-fuck-are-you-famous-ities” It gives us an opportunity to
remind us why we, as a society, hate them.
People like Courtney Stodden who posted last: “Bouncing out the door in a beautiful
bronze bikini, sexy sun-hat & high heels as I take my precious pups for a stimulating
stroll. --XOs”
Ahhh...the youth of America... speaking of which!
IN “WHAT THE FUCK IS WRONG WITH THE YOUTH OF AMERICA” NEWS...
I get it. Being young, blonde and stupid is fun. I love a fun “party girl with big boobs”
as much as the nice guy...as long as they are two things.
1) OVER 18!!
2) NOT MARRIED TO A 51 YEAR OLD!
If you haven’t heard, been in a cave, or stabbed yourself in the ear and bleached out
your eyes after hearing...Courtney Stodden (16) married Hollywood actor (LOST, The
Green Mile) Doug Hutchison (51).
Come on! That’s not right. I’m not a prude. Fuck, I plan on hitting my 50’s and
getting me a younger hottie too...but not 16!
What could you possibly talk about with a 16 year old? Justin Beiber? Twilight? Which
Kardashian has the best figure because sometimes it’s Kim but then, OMG, Kourtney
comes out of no where and totally steals the show. WTF?! Ur either a hottie or ur
nottie. I mean Kourtney and Khloe take Miami is like, one of my all time favorite
shows. Did you see the one where Khloe...
Okay fine...maybe there’s a lot to talk about with a 16 year old...but don’t fuck them
and marry them! That’s not cool dude. Not cool!
Be a normal Hollywood creep and stick with the 24 year olds. They’re just as fucked
up by their fathers and at least you can take them to the bar with you!
Speaking of the Kardasian’s...
IN “WHAT THE FUCK IS GOING ON WITH MARRIAGE THESE DAYS” NEWS...
Really? You’re going to deny the Gay/Lesbian/Transgendered population and leave the
sanctity of marriage up to Kim fucking Kardashian...the PORNSTAR by the way. You

didn’t forget that, did you? This chick is famous for fucking on camera! You know
what that’s called? P-O-R-N-S-T-A-R!!
72 days people! 72 days!
Missed that passage in the bible. How’s it go? Only a man and a woman can lay
together but only for as long as they really care to and if they make a shit ton of money
off of it?
That how it goes?
What’s worse about this year is that Kim doesn’t even take the fucking cake...creepy
anti-pope weirdo Sinead O’Conner (not that she really counts as anything anymore)
only stayed married for 16 days!
16 DAYS!
What the fuck!?
But no...you’re right America. Keep the gays out of “holy matrimony.” it’s the right
thing to do to protect the “sanctity of marriage.”
Which brings me to...
IN “WHO GIVES A SHIT WHAT GENDER CHAZ BONO IS” NEWS...
Nothing irritated me more than all of the hoopla surrounding Chaz Bono appearing on
dancing with the stars.
Every conservative parent in America was up in arms...
“What about the children!? What do I tell the children?!”
You don’t tell them fucking shit! Cause guess what? To them Chaz Bono looks like a
man. Chaz Bono wants to be a man. Chaz Bono acts like a man. ‘Nuff said. They
won’t ask questions because what questions do they have to ask?
Let me throw out an example: I know one of these conservative assholes. One of
these pricks that is totally homophobic, but is “has to be cool about it” because his job
doesn’t allow him to be completely honest.
Oh yeah, and he’s an ordained minister.
Anyway, he has a 5 year old and she loves watching Dancing with the Stars. So he tells
me this story one day that she’s watching and Chaz comes on the screen. She doesn’t
know any difference. She has no questions. But he wants to do the right thing and be
a “honest” person...so he tells his daughter...
“See that guy there, sweetie?”

“Yeah.”
“That’s not really a guy. That’s a woman that turned herself into a guy.”
“Why Daddy?”
“Cause she didn’t like what God gave her and felt like God made a mistake.”
“Eww.”
“That’s right baby girl, eww.”
I wish I was making that up folks. Trust me, I wish I was making that up.
Lastly...
IN “I’LL NEVER WORK AGAIN IN THIS TOWN” NEWS...
There were two very weird legal issues in Hollywood this year, both involving lawsuits.
The first one involves Justin Samuels who sued CAA and WME siting racism because
they wouldn’t represent him.
For 8 million dollars.
Nice.
K...let’s all call a fucktard a fucktard on this one. You’re going to sue...the top two
agencies in Hollywood...and think...that after the lawsuit...people will want to hire you?
WOW! Fucktarded!
It’s lose lose. You will NEVER win the lawsuit. So...NO 8 MILLION DOLLARS FOR YOU!
and you will never work in this town again.
That’s cool. We don’t want you out here anyway...you’re an idiot.
The other story involves a group of unpaid interns that sued FOX studios after working
on Black Swan citing a “violation of federal labor laws.”
Okay, here’s the thing...Hollywood is FAMOUS for having unpaid internships. The rule
is: “as long as interns are getting an education in the field that will prepare them to
enter the workforce, that is payment enough.”
A lot of companies require that students get “course credit” for their internship. Which
is kind of bullshit because if you think about it, not only are you not getting paid, but
you’re also paying fucking school to work there. All for a good eval at the end of your
run.
So do interns get the education they need to enter the workforce upon graduation?

In my experience: NOPE!
As for the kids suing FOX...probably not. I’m sure, if they paid attention and were
allowed around the set they might have learned a thing or two, but I’m sure they were
kept their fair distance away from the action and asked to do mundane tasks...shit
busy work that no one else wanted to do.
Yeah, yeah, yeah...long running gag in this town about getting coffee...but it’s true.
Well guess what FOX, I already know how to make an order at Starbucks...no need for
you to teach me.
Now...will these kids ever work in this town again?
Probably.
The one good thing about being an unpaid intern in this town...no one ever took the
time to learn your fucking name. So they won’t remember.
I wish ‘em luck. Never going to change the town, but love ‘em for trying.
Have a great and safe New Year. See you in 2012 peeps!
Till next week...

